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Ave Velnias! Darkened Nocturn Slaughtercult exists for nearly 23 years now. Can you pick 3 

highlights of your career that were very important for the development of the band? 

The band exists since 1997 having released the first chapter “The pest called humanity” in 1999. The 

very first release must be a highlight for every band. Picking merely three noteworthy events out of so 

many years of experience is definitely difficult. We are fortunate to have travelled to over twenty 

countries for shows. Our debut in the US was certainly another event that stays in mind. Actually, every 

first-time appearance in another country turned out to be a highlight for the time being. It is great that 

even after so many years we’re still adding to that list. For instance, our last show in France at “In 

theatrum denonium”. A perfectly organized event in an astonishing location.  

Are there things you regret having done with Darkened Nocturn Slaughtercult? 

No, it’s pointless pondering about the past and wishing that things would have gone differently. We 

are what and who we are because of our decisions. We have to accept and learn and live with our 

deeds, words and actions. If we are not satisfied with our current state each and everyone of us 

contains enough godlike power to change this uncomfortable situation. 

 

 



Although I discovered black metal in 1995 around the age of 13, I don’t have any Darkened Nocturn 

Slaughtercult records in my collection. I was of course aware of the band and I saw you perform live 

at 2018’s Throne Fest, but for one reason or another, I never took a deep dive in your discography. 

So which album would you recommend to someone who wants to discover the band and why? 

Well, it is never too late to add our entire discography to your collection. Being part of the band, we 

obviously have a different approach to each album. There are so many associations for us. Anyhow, 

recommending an album very much depends on what your preference is. Newer material like the 

upcoming album “Mardom” or the predecessor “Necrovision” is definitely more mature in comparison 

to the early chapters. As Slaughtercult has a very consistent lineup, you will easily recognize the band 

on any release. Therefore, I would personally recommend the upcoming album to any new listener. It 

shows what the band has grown into during all these years. Both lyrically and musically, it is 

representative of DNS as a lifework. From “Mardom” work your way backwards to “Necrovision”, 

“Saldorian spell”, “Hora nocturna”, “Nocturnal march”, “Follow the calls for battle” and close with “The 

pest called humanity”.  

There lies a 6 years gap between your previous record “Necrovision” and the new one. Was 

“Mardom” a difficult record to write? 

Not difficult to write, but difficult to finish. “Mardom” features at least one song that could have been 

released on “Necrovision”. New material is written as times goes by. Basically, “Mardom” is a snapshot 

of the “Necrovision” era as well as the following years. Concerning the music, the upcoming album was 

ready over a year ago. During all these years we had to face several set backs that kept us from working 

on the album. One of those unfortunate events was the flooding of our basement, which includes our 

rehearsal room. We lost all our instruments, other equipment and personal belongings. Needless to 

say, that such matters demand all of your time and push an album release further away. But here we 

are in 2019 with “Mardom” finally being unleashed. According to first reactions, it has been worth 

waiting for. 
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I tried googling the word “Mardom”, but I couldn’t find a meaning that I can relate to Darkened 

Nocturn Slaughtercult. What is the meaning behind the album title and is there a specific concept 

that runs through the album? 

Apparently, “Mardom” is a Persian word. However, when we thought about the album-title we were 

not aware of that. Numerous times, we have worked with so called neologisms. Whenever we feel that 

an existing word in any language is unable to express the intended meaning, we create a new word. 

Such a creation is strongly bound to a personal meaning. In this case, Mardom represents the entire 

concept of the album. For the first time we were asked by War Anthem Records to work out some liner 

notes. So, the limited collector’s box plus the vinyl version will included a twenty-four pages booklet 

with some in depth details about the concept and every single song. In order to not completely deny 

an answer, let us just say that “Mardom” is about breaking and surpassing borders, transitions and all 

those things being able to do so. 

Your logo includes a big inverted cross, so it seems obvious to 

label the band as satanic or anti-religious. What are your visions 

regarding religion and why is it nowadays still so important for 

you to spread an anti-Christian message while there are bigger 

problems and dangers in the world than Christianity? 

To quote ourselves from many years ago the band “stands for own 

satanic, nihilistic and misanthropic beliefs”. Every person has 

ideals. As we are growing older, our ideals will be redefined over 

and over again. Not necessarily completely changed but at least 

adjusted to our newfound wisdom. When it comes to DNS, you 

should not apply the usual shallow definitions. Speaking on my 

own behalf now, I have stopped long ago considering myself a 

Satanist. I prefer the term Occultist as it is my goal to unveil the 

shrouded unknown “darkness” within myself. In order to do so all means are accepted. These means 

can be based on religion, esoteric or straightforward science. We should not limit ourselves to 

anything. How can we reach the soaring heights without having walked the abysmal hells? Therefore, 

religion in general is not to be condemned. The illness that has grown out of it is manmade. Consider 

an archaic thinking of religion “God is in you, as you are in God. You are through God as God is through 

you”. Whom do we really have to answer to? With that in mind, I’d like to point out that the main 

message of DNS has always been the path of the individual.  

The artwork bears a lot of details and symbolism. Who created the drawing and what does it depicts? 

We’re very glad that we could rely once more on the skills of a very talented artist. By the way, the 

same person that worked with us for “Necrovision”. She trades under the name of Thorny Thoughts 

Artwork. She is not really active for bands anymore, so the more thankful we are for the exception she 

made. The drawing is based on an illustration dating back to 1887/88. It suited perfectly with some 

adjustments to our album concept. As mentioned, the album deals with transitions. On the cover, you 

will discover many such transitions and borders. Whilst thinking about the artwork you need to also 

consider the inlay card. It is really important to us that people discover all these things for themselves. 

Delivering all information on a salver promotes mental lethargy. 



 

My favourite songs of the new album are the enigmatic and darkly atmospheric “A beseechment 

twofold" that bears a great Gehenna-vibe and the more up-tempo “Exaudi domine” that will be an 

excellent live track. What are your personal favourites and is it easy to choose which new songs to 

perform live? 

Every album consists of our personal favorites. Tracks that we dislike will not be part of a release. They 

might be discarded completely or reworked in order to be used later. “A beseechment twofold” and 

“Exaudi domine” are part of our current set list. Another track taken into the set will be “Mardom – 

Echo Zmory”. We are not too fond of playing just newer stuff, so, we are always trying to take every 

release into consideration. Selecting new material for live shows is actually an easy task. As we are 

rehearsing regularly, you get a good understanding of how songs harmonize with one another.  

What does the cryptic song title “T.O.W.D.A.T.H.A.B.T.E.” stand for? 

A band with a long name apparently also has a fable for long song names. For some reason it appeared 

to be more suitable to abbreviate “The one who dwells above the heavens and beneath the earth”. 

 



For a third time in a row, you released your album through War Anthem Records. Are you satisfied 

with the support from the label? Why is it a perfect fit with Darkened Nocturn Slaughtercult? 

After having been independent with the first four chapters, we have been looking for a label in order 

to delegate some of the work. Our choice was War Anthem Records because it is a label within our 

reach in Germany. In addition, we had previously met the owners and worked with them at the Party 

San Open Air festival. In order to gain some experience with a label they got a one record deal. Things 

went ok with “Saldorian spell” – our first release under the War Anthem banner. By the time 

Necrovision was ready both band and label had grown, so things improved as well. By now, label and 

band are a very good team. We know that War Anthem honestly supports their bands simply because 

they exclusively sign bands they like. Whenever there are decisions to be made the label respects our 

last word on it. We definitely appreciated their enthusiasm about the new album. All their suggestions 

and endeavors are appreciated. It feels much more like a joint venture nowadays than it did some 

years ago.  

The label will release a very nice looking vinyl box edition of “Mardom” that is limited to 150 copies. 

Whose idea was this box set and are you satisfied with how it turned out? 

In the past, there were some slight misunderstandings between label and band concerning re-releases 

and also new releases. Having straightened those out the label now approaches us with thoughts and 

ideas. The box edition is one of those suggestions. In consultation, we are working out the details 

together. So far, we have merely seen the actual digipack and jewel case version of the CD. All the 

other stuff is probably still being manufactured. Assuming that the box will turn out the way it is 

supposed to it will be a magnificent addition to our releases.  

Will you be touring to promote “Mardom”? 

DNS is not a touring band. We’re performing single shows throughout the year. These shows have a 

certain exclusivity. For example, in Germany we will perform two shows this year. Our release show in 

Munich and another one later on during the year in Oberhausen. Other shows this year have been in 

Spain and France, respectively will be in Switzerland and Italy. Most of the time by the end of each 

year we have played a world or European tour spread over twelve months instead of consecutive 

shows within a few weeks. However, there might be our first real tour coming up in twenty twenty. If 

that happens, be prepared for a very exclusive one – something not to miss. 

On stage, a lot of blood is being spilled and it’s a big part of your imagery. What is the meaning 

behind using real human or animal blood during live rituals? 

You’ve got one thing right, it is real blood. That is essential for the purpose of it. There are different 

ways to interpret the usage. Consider the entire performance as a ritual. You have the performing 

protagonists as well as the partakers. Both are important in order to make the experience an exalted 

one. It is a constant ebb and flow of energy. A constant exchange and refinement as the performance 

advances. Blood as being one of the vital body fluids acts as a carrier and catalyst. A ritual demands 

one’s entire focus. Paraphernalia serves the need to support channeling the focus. It is easier if all our 

senses are aroused and reminded of the current cause. Blood appeals to the sense of sight as well as 

the sense of taste. At times also to the olfactory sense.  
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How important is the visual presentation of the band? On one of the promo pictures for the new 

record, you all look like some sort of mummified zombies who dwell through swamps. The outfits 

look like an extension of Onielar’s stage costume. What is the idea behind this outfit?  

Well, as you’ve openly admitted you are unfamiliar with our entire discography. So, let’s go back to 

our early works. There you will find the “usual” black metal imagery with corpse paint, castle ruins and 

medieval weapons. Which is perfectly fine. All we ever did was done with utmost sincerity. Actually, 

that’s how the idea for a “Nocturnal march” was spawned. During one of our nightly hikes up to a 

castle ruin Onielar had this “vision”. At some point, we have felt that we need more than the ordinary 

pictures. “Saldorian spell” took a small step into another direction. With “Necrovision” and now 

“Mardom” there was a natural demand to step further toward a dehumanization. Both albums have a 

strong relation to the obscure horrifying spheres that lie beyond our world of comprehension. The 

images are relating to the concept as well as the artwork. Look at the cover at the lower left and right 

side of the hemisphere where two seemingly human beings attempt to crawl out of this world. By the 

law of transition, they are no longer human.  

How do you consider the black metal scene in Germany nowadays? What do you think about bands 

such as Sun Worship, Ultha or Downfall Of Gaia who seem to have a different approach towards the 

genre compared to your more traditional take on Scandinavian black metal? 

Compared to these bands Slaughtercult is an old hag. According to my short online research, Downfall 

has been around since 2008, that’s ten years after DNS. The other two bands since 2011 and 2015. This 

is nothing good or bad. A bands age is no guarantee for good music. All this shows is that obviously 



DNS is a band hailing from the earlier days of black metal. We grew up with other bands. We grew up 

with army boots, spikes and leather. Of course, many years later the traditional ways were forgotten. 

Hey, more power to you do what feels right.  Our preference is old school Scandinavian black metal. 

Merely because post black metal, hipster black metal and all those other strange excesses have 

appeared, it doesn’t mean that we have to jump the wagon. Most likely several of these “newer” bands 

are good, but none of those three mentioned has found their way into our record collection. 

Last year I read a Facebook post by Norwegian drumster Trish Kolsvart that it’s still not always easy 

being a female in the mainly male black metal-scene. Onielar: did you ever encounter some sexist 

behavior from people in the scene or have you always been treated with respect? 

Velnias (on behalf of Onielar): Where ever there are humans, there is a good chance of having idiots 

around. Speaking of our experiences with DNS. I can’t recall any serious problems we have 

encountered as a band or Onielar as a person. For many years, no one knew about her identity. Once 

we began performing live, the band already had a respected name. Those who had doubts were 

silenced after the show. Some even having to admit that they have been converted. People respect 

that we are executing everything with sincerity, with heart and soul. They are appreciating its true 

value.   

Onielar, you joined Bethlehem in 2016 on vocals with whom you released their self-titled album. 

How was the experience of joining this quite legendary band? What things did you learn from 

participating on that album that you can also use for Darkened Nocturn Slaughtercult? More news 

from the Bethlehem camp? 

Velnias (on behalf of Onielar): The follow up album of the self-titled album is called “Lebe dich Leer” 

and will be released in May. Bethlehem’s music has accompanied us for many years. Slaughtercult has 

more of a harsh and brutal approach to music whilst Bethlehem has sentiment, melancholy as well as 

dark depressive pulchritude. Both bands are an excellent supplement for one another. Due to this 

slightly different sound, there is more room for vocal variety. Being active for both bands is certainly 

beneficial. Experimental vocals might be working out good on one album, before that idea is being 

perfected on the next one. Some getting used to is certainly German only lyrics. The voice is an 

instrument – which needs to be learned and controlled. Switching languages changes a few things, 

such as phrasing. Anyhow, new from the Bethlehem camp? A new album and some exclusive 

performances are coming your way. 

Thanks for the interview!  

This interview was written by Jokke and published for Addergebroed. 


